HOT TICKETS
United We Stand

“Honey Bee”... “Boys ‘Round Here”... “OMG,” ... “DJ Got Us Fallin’ in Love”... Those are just a few of the chart-topping hits from megastars Blake Shelton and Usher, who will bring their guitars and dancing shoes to town Friday, February 6, for the United Way of Metropolitan Dallas' Unite Forever Gala. The evening serves as the grand finale for the year-long 90th anniversary celebration of the nonprofit, which has improved lives since 1924 via its mission that everyone in Dallas deserves a quality education, a stable income and good health — the building blocks of strong families and thriving communities. Chairing the 90th anniversary are Troy Aikman and Charlotte Anderson, who will welcome guests to AT&T Stadium alongside gala chairs Lenise and Randall Stephenson, Karen and Tom Falk, and Mary and Rich Templeton. Honorary chairs include philanthropic heavyweights Ebby Halliday Acer, Ruth Altshuler, Lyda Hill, Sally and Forrest Hoglund, Caroline Rose Hunt, Margot and Ross Perot, Marianne and Roger Staubach, and President George W. Bush and Laura Bush. For sponsorship information, visit unitedwaydallas.org. Read our chat with United Way of Metropolitan Dallas president and CEO Jennifer Sampson at papercitymag.com. Jane Rozelle

A Salute to BOB

Robert Wilson has certainly made an indelible impact on the community throughout the years. As one of KERA's first chief executive officers, Wilson paved the way in public broadcasting. He is also father to three Hollywood celebs and married to famed photographer Laura Wilson. It is without a doubt time to honor this Dallas fixture. The Aging Mind Foundation will host Living with Bob: A Salute to Robert A. Wilson, at The Joule Hotel Saturday, February 21. Chairs Laree Hulshoff, Barbara Daseke, and Barbara Buzez will invite patrons to an evening filled with a fabulous feast, cocktails, conversation and even a celeb sighting — his son, Owen Wilson — who will be there in support of the honoree. Hats off to you, Bob! Tickets from $650, at agingmindfoundation.org. Jane Rozelle
Aging Mind Foundation

LIVING WITH BOB
A Salute to Robert A. Wilson
PRESENTED BY joule

FEBRUARY 21, 2015
7 PM • The Joule
COCKTAILS, SEATED DINNER & DANCING

HONORARY CHAIR
Bill Boudriotis

CO-CHAIRS
Laree Huchoff, Barbara Danke & Barbara Guzzell

EVENT COMMITTEE
Jo Marie Lilly
Caleen Mathura
Holly Huff Miori
Lisa Sharpton
Sheila Stills
Julie Trepining

HOST COMMITTEE
Jo Marie Lilly, Chair
Cheila Aletoff
Janet Bade
Rocky van Mussert & Tony Navarre
Coley & Jennifer Clark
John Clutters & Sam Arden
Peggy Dear
Claire Dewar
Dwight & Claire Emmanuson
Holly Forsythe
Joyce Goss
Tammy Cotton Hartnett & Bill Hartnett

Sponsorships, Tables & Tickets Now Available
Tables start at $6,000 and individual tickets are $650

www.agingmindfoundation.org

SPECIAL GUEST
Owen Wilson

EMCEE
Bob Ray Sanders
Former KERA Reporter, Producer & Station Manager

SPECIAL PERFORMANCE BY
Will & Anthony Nunziata

“Blessed with strong voices and leading man looks!”
- The Wolf Street Journal

FEATURING
Dancing under the stars with DJ Jennifer Miller

BELVEDERE VODKA